Tanqueray

Made to the traditional Tanqueray recipe which has remained
unchanged since 1830. It has three dominant botanicals, juniper,
angelica and coriander. Dry, elegant and balanced with a hint of spice
and pepper.
£4.00 | 43.1% | Served with a slice of lemon

Tom Cat - LOCAL

Tom Cat is infused with six botanicals and pure Sussex well water to
create a unique bright crisp gin beautifully balanced with a lingering
finish of orange.
£4.25 | 40% | Served with a sprig of rosemary

Whitley Neill - Rhubarb & Ginger

The essence of rhubarb adds a tart crisp edge to a smooth English gin
base whilst the ginger extract warms the palate for a full-bodied
finish.
£4.25 | 43% | Served with a slice of orange

Tonics

Schweppes Baby | £1.50
Schweppes Premium | £2.25
Fever-Tree | £2.25
Nordic Blue (imported) | £2.50

Gin Menu

Blackdown - LOCAL

Hendrick’s

..
Boe Violet Gin

London No. 1

Made using a blend of 11 botanicals and uniquely, locally sourced
silver birch sap. The sap is blended in after distillation. Its presence is
noticeable in the gin too with the woody aromas blending with the
juniper and coriander. £4.00 | 37.5% | Served with a lime wedge

We are delighted to bring you this sophisticated gin that subtly
brings to mind the taste of parma violets. Delicately sweet but
balanced with citrus to give a rounded flavour.
£4.25 | 41.5% | Served with a sprinkling of edible rose petals

Double up for only £2.25 extra!
Bombay Saphire

Bombay Sapphire was one of the pioneer premium gins and remains
a leader. Flavoured with 10 botanicals, it offers up quite a spicy hit
with perhaps less juniper than some.

The quintessential Britishness exudes from the bottle; add to this the
essence of rose and cucumbers and there you have it, a slightly sweet
silky smooth gin.
£4.25 | 41.4% | Served with cucumber

A typically classic London style gin with juniper upfront and a dry
finish. Number One gin is unique in that it has a final infusion with
bergamot oil in the mix, giving that instantaneously recognisable
perfume of Earl Grey tea. £4.25 | 47% | Served with a lime wedge

MORE GINS AND PREMIUM TONICS ON THE BACK PAGE

Martin Miller’s

The distilled spirit for Martin Miller's is sent to Iceland where it is
blended with cucumber flavouring and glacial water. The gin is
aromatic with orange zest dominating a pepper finish.

Brighton Gin - LOCAL

Puerto de Indias

Bulldog

Sipsmith

£4.00 | 40% | Served with a slice of lemon

The Brighton Spirits Company was founded on a shared desire
to create a gin worthy of this vibrant city. It is a classically styled gin
with milk thistle evident on the nose, dry with piny juniper to the fore
and just a hint of citrus. £4.25 | 40% | Served
with a slice of orange

This gin uses 12 botanicals and is quadruple distilled and triple
filtered. The well balanced botanicals that include dragon eye, poppy
and lotus leaves, result in a soft, dry London gin with a lingering nutty
and pepper aftertaste.
£4.00 | 40% | Served with a lime wedge

£4.25 | 40% | Served with a strawberry

Intense aromas of strawberry and juniper on the nose, the taste of
strawberry is subtle and there are delicate touches of liquorice and
gentle citrus notes on the palate.
£4.25 | 40% | Served with a strawberry

Sipsmith uses 10 traditional botanicals; is clean with a mild spice
juniper and zest finish. It has a wellbalanced palate. VJOP (Very
Junipery Over Proof) is, as the name suggests, all juniper upfront,
spice and chocolate.
£4.25 | 41.6% | Served with star anise

